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Behind and Moving Slowly
Dai Davies, DANTE’s General Manager, reports that while the
European Internet is in a relatively sorry state, initiatives to
improve the situation are well-advanced.
The European Internet is currently struggling with a number of issues
the North American Internet has just dealt with. On 30 April 1995, the
National Science Foundation backbone network NSFnet ceased to
exist. Last year a transition process started to replace It with a new
architecture, in part restricted to research purposes and in part for
commercial usage. The NSFnet backbone was set up nine years ago
to interconnect six super-computer centres, and started operating at
56 kilobit/second (Kbps). Just before its “retirement” the network
operated at a speed of 45 Megabit/second (Mbps). The new architec
ture allows NSF to focus (again) on its primary mission of promoting
scientific research and development.
US - ANeat Solution
The NSFnet’s bandwidth - which was provided to the research
community under favourable commercial conditions - was increasingly
being re-sold by them to commercial organizations. The big telecoms
operators argued - and rightly so - that there was no way they could
compete for commercial customers in a subsidised market.
The US response to this problem was twofold. For routine services
(up to 45 Mbps), they shifted from paying for the network to subsidising
the users and at the same time encouraging the creation of a true
Internet market. This was achieved by defining a technical structure for
the market which favoured pan-US operators. This way competition
between the large network operators will let the market do its work,
and connecting networks will be able to obtain Internet access at a
reasonable price and without the commercial distortions to which the
Internet market is prone. Secondly, in the new structure a very high
speed Backbone Network Service (vBNS) is being established at
155 MBps, with use restricted to research organizations.
The new set-up features four Network Access Points (NAPs) neutral interconnection points where network providers interconnect
with other providers - as well as a number of national Network Service
Providers (NSPs) to carry national traffic at slower speeds. NAPs are
not financed directly by NSF. Instead, NSF funds regional network
attachments to NSPs, but only to those who are present at all the
NAPs. This encourages scale and favours the large operators who
can exploit economies of scale. This support will decline to zero over
four years. NAPs interconnect the vBNS and other backbone
networks, both domestic and foreign. Thus the NSF has neatly solved
the problem of resale and cross-subsidy, created a market of some
scale for Internet services, and preserved its role as the provider of
advanced technology networking to the academic community in the
US. The key NSPs are MCI, US Sprint and ANS, the original operator
of the NSFnet backbone. The major players in the US telecommu
nications market have emerged as the key players in the US Internet.
University of Trondheim
Department of Physics - Department of Industrial Chemistry
Postdoctorial Position
Apostdoctorial position for a duration of two years is available at the Uni
versity of Trondheim, NTH. The position is financed bythe Norwegian Re
search Council (NFR) and is part of a Strategic University Programme in
Surface Science. The programme is a joint venture between the Depart
ments of Physics and of Industrial Chemistry, with emphasis on problems
relevant to catalysis. The successful applicant must possess a Ph.D., and
must document strong scientific qualifications in experimental surface
science. Abackground in experimental studies of metallic systems is pre
ferred. The major experimental techniques include XPS, UPS, STM, ellipsometry, and IR-spectroscopy. UHVexperience as well as experience in
one or more of the experimental techniques are required.
The salary is at present approximately NOK 265.900,- per year.
Questions regarding the position may be directed to A. Borg (borga@
phys.unit.no), A. Holmen (anders.holmen@kjemi.sintef.no), O. Hunderi
(hunderi@phys.unit.no), or S. Raaen (sraaen@phys.unit.no). Applica
tions should be mailed to Prof. S. Raaen, Department of Physics, NTH,
N-7034 Trondheim, Norway. Applicants should arrange to have two let
ters of recommandations sent tothe above address. Applications are wel
come before December 15,1995.
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the Universe

A Chronicle of Pre-Telescopic Astronomy

BARRYHETHERINGTON, County Durham, UK
Astronomy, the oldest of the sciences, has a history which goes back
thousands of years. Civilizations throughout the world recorded events
which they observed, including the behaviour of comets, meteors and stars.
These observations contain a wealth of information which is of great
importance and interest to the modern-day astronomer.
■ Presents a record of astronomical discoveries, events, and biographical
details of astronomers from the earliest times to the year 1609AD
■ Entries are chronologically arranged and copiously referenced
■ Index of 1000 names, and an extensive subject index
■ All entries are referenced for readers' further investigations
0471959421 approx304pp dueJanuary 1996 approx £50.00

Astronomical Observations of Ancient East Asia

FRANCIS R. STEPHENSON, University of Durham, UK, ZHENTAOXU, Academia Sinica, China
and YAOTIAO HANG, Nanjing University, China
A unique compilation of a wide variety of astronomical observations from
East Asia which are of special value today and play a major role in modern
scientific studies of eclipses of the Sun and Moon, comets, exploding stars,
and phenomena such as the aurora borealis and meteor showers.
■ Full translations of detailed records with dates on the Julian Calendar
appear in tabular form
■ Chapter devoted to the most ancient astronomical records in East Asian
history 1500-1050BC
■ The first time this detailed information has been published outside East
Asia and presented in an easily readable form
WileyPraxisSeriesinAstronomyandAstrophysics
0471960179 approx300pp due November 1995 approx £40.00

The New Russian Space Programme

FromCompetition to Collaboration
BRIANHARVEY, Dublin, Ireland
The first book to take advantage of the rich stream of glasnost material to
come out of the former USSR since 1988. The real purpose of many
mysterious missions, flights and events has now become clear. Thanks to
glasnost, the record can be set straight and truth can replace speculation.
■ Explains the consequences of the collapse of the USSR and its effects on
the space programme, as we enter a new era of international
collaboration in space ventures
■ Pays balanced attention to political, engineering, design, personality and
human considerations
WileyPraxisSeriesinAstronomyandAstrophysics
0471960144 approx400pp dueDecember 1995 approx£24.95
Cheques made payable to ‘John Wiley &Sons Ltd', marked for the attention of
Nicky Douglas. For credit card orders phone +44(0)1243 770392 or fax +44
(0)1243 770154. All prices are correct at time of going to press. Please add £2.00
to cover postage. Save money - order more than one book and postage is FREE!
All books are available from your bookseller.
WILEY
JOHN WILEY & SONS LTD Baffins Lane, Chichester, W. Sussex, P0191UD, UK
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Europe - Some Do Better
The problem in Europe is similar, but un
fortunately the US solution does not easily
apply. The situation is complicated by political
and regulatory issues which will come to a
head In 1998 when the telecoms market in
Europe is liberalised.
In Europe, the Internet was also created by
the research community. The national univer
sity networks in Europe have worked together
since the mid-1980s to establish a rational
cross-border networking infrastructure for
their international traffic. Cross-border con
nections in Europe are very expensive,
especially high-speed connections which are
difficult to obtain fromthe national (monopoly)
Public Network Providers. The result of a
collaboration between national networks Is
EuropaNET (launched in 1992) which is a
pan-European backbone network, based on 2
Mbps links, interconnecting national research
networks in 18 countries and offering
interconnections with the rest of the global
Internet. At the moment, customers are
connected at a maximum speed of 6 Mbps.
EuropaNET is managed by DANTE, a
company set up by the national networks to
centralise the organization of cross-border
network services for their purposes - a
mandate similar to that of the NSF in the US.
Amajor difference between DANTE and NSF
is that DANTE does not channel pan-Eu
ropean funds like NSF does. Funding always
has to be organized on an ad hoc (and ser
vice-related) basis, which makes the setting
out of a long-term strategy very difficult.
During the past two years, heated debates
have taken place between small commercial
Internet providers and the research networks,
in particular DANTE representing Europa
NET. Some commercial Internet providers in
Europe insist that all Internet networks should
inter-connect to each other without charge for
the sake of the “spirit of the Internet”. DANTE,
having invested significant amounts of money
in the establishment, maintenance and con
tinuous upgrading of EuropaNET, argues that
whoever uses the network should pay for it. It
is hardly fair that a network like NORDUnet,
which itself interconnects five national re
search networks in Scandinavia, should pay
for a connection while a much smaller,
commercial network operating within one
country, would get a free connection. More
importantly, the acceptance of this point of
view would make the whole collaborative
model, and as a result the European
backbone, collapse, as each
network could claim to be offering
connectivity to itself in return for a
connection to the backbone. While
the spirit of the Internet may have
substance in the US, under the Eu
ropean commercial circumstances it
is no more than an easy and oppor
tunistic argument which serves (the
economic interests of) some better
than others.
A Proposed High-Speed
Network
In October 1994 the Acceptable
Use Policy on EuropaNET was
removed and from October 1995 on
the network became fully open for
commercial organizations. This way
Europe’s research community has
created a high-quality infrastructure
which can now be “handed over”for
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DANTE is a not-for-profit company, set up
in 1993 by a number of national university
networks in Europe, to organize interna
tional network services for the European re
search community. EuropaNET, an interna
tional backbone network that connects the
national research networks to each other
and to the global Internet, is DANTE’s main
service. DANTE also organizes pan-Euro
pean networking projects and is involved in
the TEN-34 project which aims to establish
a high-speed pan-European backbone net
work for research.
general commercial exploitation. The diffe
rence between Europe and the States is only
... 43 Mbps ... European researchers also
need a high-speed network infrastructure.
Since 1993, the university networks have set
up a series of collaborations in an effort to
speed up the creation of a pan-European
high-speed network. Six of them have already
established a national high-speed backbone
and are now urgently seeking ways of getting
a complementary European backbone in
place as well.
Their latest initiative is TEN-34, a proposal
backed by a consortium formulated in res
ponse to the Call for Proposals of the
European Union’s 4th Framework prog
ramme. In the Consortium, 18 networks work
together with DANTE as the co-ordinating
partner. The TEN-34 proposal consists of two
elements: a detailed Implementation plan for
the speedy setting up of a 34 MBps Internet
Protocol (IP) backbone in combination with
the development of an international high
speed asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)
test network. Like the vBNS, this network will
be restricted to academic use. The difference
between Europe and the United States would
then be only ... 121 Mbps.
ATM - The Future?
ATM offers two potential benefits over
current switching and transmission techno
logy. Firstly, it is capable of providing a more
flexible division of bandwidth enabling both
synchronous and asynchronous connections
to be provided on the same link. Secondly, as
the switching technology develops it will allow
dynamic allocation of bandwidth to meet the
requirements of individual applications there
by permitting greater flexibility and more
efficient use of network capacity.
DANTE’s EuropaNET in October 1995

There are three great challenges to ATM.
Firstly, there is the commercial challenge. A
great success of Internet is fixed access
pricing. It encourages some less than opti
mum usage of network resources and ac
tually imposes Quality of Service by rationing
rather than by price. But predictable bills are
popular. IfATMservices are expensive, never
mind the fact that they can be managed
economically, they will be unpopular. ATM
represents a potential for future telecommuni
cations services but will only succeed if the
real cost-reductions offered by technology are
actually made available to the user. The
market for ATM needs to be driven by
increasing supply through low prices rather
than by rationing demand through high prices.
Users will stick to the simple Internet if
demand is to be rationed.
The second major issue is the lack of
maturity in the technology. Although the
basic ideas of cell relay are well understood,
the control mechanisms that take a techno
logy to the point where it can be used as a
real service still require development effort.
This lack of maturity is reflected in the
European PNO ATMpilot where the facsimile
machine was used as the signalling system.
Facsimile Is one of the few success stories of
PNO standardisation efforts, but it was not
really specified as a signalling system for
advanced network technology. It is a measure
of DANTE'S belief in the need for this pro
cess to succeed that we are investing effort
in defining an ATM test network. It is also
a measure of our scepticism that for it
to succeed we shall need to invest such
effort.
Thirdly, there is the standardisation chal
lenge. Large-scale international standardiza
tion efforts do not have a good track record of
success in creating international products. By
contrast, where the market has been domi
nated initially by a single supplier who has
been able to impose a de facto solution,
standardization has proceeded quite quickly.
The standardization process for ATMhas cut
some corners. It will remain to be seen
whether it will produce reliable products from
a variety of vendors.
ATMrepresents a major new technology. It
has the potential to meet the emerging
requirements of the generation of multi-media
applications that are under development.
Within the networking research community,
there is considerable interest in its usage.
However, ATM will only succeed if It learns
the hard lessons demonstrated by
earlier networking technologies.
Compared to the US, the Euro
pean Internet is in a rather sad state.
The good news is that initiatives to
improve the situation are well-ad
vanced. However, some serious ob
stacles remain such as the telecoms
operators’ unwillingness to deliver,
commercial unmanageability of the
Internet, the non-existence of a panEuropean funding body dedicated to
the long-term development of an ad
vanced network infrastructure, and
technical and commercial uncertain
ties with respect to ATM. The next
two years will be decisive for the
future of European networking; as
organization set up to centralise all
European networking efforts for the
research community, DANTE is in
an ideal position to make the most
of it.

